Kansas 76, Florida 66
Sunday, December 8, 2019
Allen Fieldhouse // Lawrence, Kan.

KU Starters
Aniya Thomas
Zakiyah Franklin
Brooklyn Mitchell
Mariane De Carvalho
Bailey Helgren

Series Info: Today marks the second meeting between the Jayhawks and the Gators. The last time was Nov. 26, 1994, and Florida came out on top 58-56.

Attendance: 1,625

TEAM NOTES
• Every Jayhawk that played in today’s game scored and got at least one rebound.
• Kansas had five players score in double digits, led by Brooklyn Mitchell and Tina Stephens, both with 16, followed by Holly Kersgieter with 14, then Aniya Thomas and Zakiyah Franklin, both with 10.
• Kansas has won the last three of the Big 12/SEC match-ups. In 2018-19 they beat LSU, 68-61, and Arkansas in 2017-18, 71-60.

INDIVIDUAL NOTES

Sophomore Guard Brooklyn Mitchell
• Mitchell tied for the leading scorer with 16. She also tied her career-high for rebounds and assists, getting herself six each.

Freshman Guard Holly Kersgieter
• Kersgieter had 14 points and eight rebounds. She also tied her career-high with three assists.
• Kersgieter was one of three Jayhawks to score in double digits. She was the third-leading scorer with 14 points.

Junior Forward Tina Stephens
• Stephens tied for the leading scorer, putting up 16 points for the Jayhawks, just three short of her career-high.
• Stephens shot 75 (6-8) percent from the field, the best individual percentage for the Jayhawks.